In this paper, we numerically and experimentally investigate the impairments related to laser phase noise in coherent digital subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) systems. Based on the evaluation in both back-to-back and transmission scenarios and the performance comparison between single carrier (SC) and SCM systems, we show that even though SCM systems suffer from degraded performance of carrier phase recovery (CPR) algorithms, they can potentially achieve an improved laser linewidth tolerance compared with SC systems after long-haul transmission attributed to the mitigation of equalization-enhanced phase noise. In addition, the effect of dispersion-enhanced phase noise is discussed in digital SCM systems, and a joint CPR (J-CPR) algorithm is proposed for cycle slip detection and correction. The effectiveness of the proposed J-CPR algorithm is then demonstrated in a 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) digital SCM system by both simulations and experiments.
Introduction
Coherent transceivers aided by receiver-side digital signal processing (DSP) have significantly increased the capacity of optical transport networks [1] . In addition, attributed to the advent of high-speed digital-to-analog converters (DACs), powerful transmitter-side DSP functions have also been enabled in coherent optical communication systems such as electronic pre-compensation of transmission impairments [2] , [3] , pulse shaping [4] , [5] , generation of advanced modulation format [6] , and digital subcarrier multiplexing (SCM) [7] , [8] . Among these functions, digital SCM has been proposed as a promising fiber nonlinearity mitigation technique especially for long-haul coherent transmission systems. In digital SCM systems, the entire signal bandwidth is split into multiple low-symbol-rate subcarriers in the digital domain, which are then modulated along with a single laser source. Generally, most DSP algorithms designed for single carrier (SC) systems can be directly applied to each subcarrier in SCM systems independently before subcarrier multiplexing at the transmitter (Tx) and after subcarrier de-multiplexing at the receiver (Rx). However, the significant reduction of symbol rate in each subcarrier affects the tolerance of the DSP algorithms to various impairments in SCM systems. In particular, laser phase noise is a critical impairment in coherent optical communication systems and its influence directly depends on the signal symbol rate. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive study of the laser phase noise effects in SCM systems.
On the other hand, with an additional dimension in frequency domain to utilize, digital SCM systems enable more advanced modulation format designs such as high-dimensional modulation format [9] and frequency domain hybrid quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) [10] . In addition, the flexibility of DSP design can also be significantly enhanced in digital SCM systems. Specifically, advanced carrier phase recovery (CPR) algorithms that jointly process the phase estimations of multiple subcarriers can be realized as the subcarriers in digital SCM systems are exactly phaselocked, and we have already proposed a joint CPR (J-CPR) algorithm in [11] to detect and correct cycle slips (CS) in digital SCM systems.
In this paper, we provide both numerical and experimental investigations of laser phase noise effects in digital SCM systems. We show that although SCM signals have a reduced laser linewidth tolerance in back-to-back case due to the degraded effectiveness of CPR algorithms, they experience less equalization-enhanced phase noise (EEPN) after transmission compared with SC signals. As a result, the overall laser linewidth tolerance after long-haul transmission can potentially be improved by using SCM with an optimized number of subcarriers. In addition, we discuss the background of J-CPR in digital SCM systems and include more details of the J-CPR algorithm we proposed in [11] . The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, the background of digital SCM is introduced. The effectiveness of CPR and the EEPN effects are then discussed in the context of digital SCM systems. The concept of dispersion-enhanced phase noise (DEPN) is also presented and the principle of the proposed J-CPR algorithm is finally explained. In Section 3, the simulated laser linewidth tolerances are compared between SC and SCM systems in both back-to-back and transmission scenarios. The performance of the J-CPR algorithm is also numerically evaluated in a 16-QAM SCM system. In Section 4, the maximum transmission distances of SC system and SCM systems are experimentally compared when different lasers are employed including small-linewidth external cavity lasers (ECL) and large-linewidth distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. The effectiveness of the proposed J-CPR algorithm is also demonstrated when the DFB lasers are employed and the modulation format is 16-QAM. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.
Laser Phase Noise in Digital SCM Systems

Digital SCM
Digital SCM can be realized in the transmitter-side DSP, and the generated samples are then loaded to DACs for digital-to-analog conversion [7] . In this process, the spectral shaping for each subcarrier and the spacing between subcarriers can be accurately controlled. By leaving no guard band between adjacent subcarriers, the optical bandwidth and spectral efficiency (SE) of SCM signals can be identical to that of SC signals. In addition, compared with the analog methods for realizing SCM in super-channel applications [12] , the implementation penalty of digital SCM is expected to be lower, which is normally tolerable at the commonly employed pre-forward error correction (FEC) BER threshold [7] . Fig. 1 illustrates the simulated spectra of a SC signal and SCM signals with 2, 4 and 8 subcarriers. The DSP employed for subcarrier multiplexing and de-multiplexing was elaborated in [7] . Unless specified otherwise, in this work we use root raised cosine (RRC) filters with a roll-off factor of 0.1 for spectrum shaping.
Laser Phase Noise Effects in Digital SCM Systems
In coherent optical communication systems, laser phase noise φ is typically modeled as a Wiener process as [13] where φ(n) is the phase noise of the n th symbol, and w (n) is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian variable with a zero mean and a variance of
where ν is the combined laser linewidth, and T s is the symbol period. Laser phase noise needs to be effectively compensated before symbol decoding in coherent communication systems, which can be realized by various CPR algorithms. Generally the phase tracking capability of a CPR algorithm is degraded with decreased symbol rate (i.e., increased symbol period). Note that in a SCM system with K subcarriers, the symbol rate in each subcarrier is reduced by a factor of K, or equivalently, the symbol period T s is increased by K times. Therefore, the effectiveness of CPR algorithms may be significantly degraded in SCM systems, depending on the number of subcarriers.
On the other hand, EEPN has been widely studied in long-haul coherent SC transmission systems [14] - [19] . EEPN is induced by the interplay between laser phase noise and chromatic dispersion (CD), which exhibits as extra noise after CD equalizer. In dispersion-unmanaged coherent communication systems, the variance of EEPN scales with accumulated CD, symbol rate, and the LO linewidth. When the signal power is normalized to 1, it can be expressed as [14] 
where c is the speed of light, λ 0 is the carrier wavelength, D t is the accumulated CD, B is the symbol rate, and ν LO is the 3-dB linewidth of the LO. Note that Nyquist pulse shaping was assumed in the derivation of (3) [14] . It has been demonstrated that EEPN has a significant impact on the performance of long-haul dispersion-unmanaged SC transmissions beyond 100 Gb/s and places a stringent requirement on LO linewidth [14] - [19] . On the other hand, since the strength of EEPN scales with signal symbol rate, SCM systems are expected to experience reduced EEPN impairments compared with SC systems.
DEPN and J-CPR
In dispersion-unmanaged SCM systems, walk-off between subcarriers is expected after transmission as a result of different group velocities of the subcarriers. Consequently, the subcarriers will arrive at the receiver at different time instants and the phase noises imposed to them by the LO will be slightly different, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . This phase difference does not affect the system performance when the CPR algorithms are performed independently for different subcarriers, but it inevitably influences the feasibility of the design of J-CPR algorithms. Particularly, the J-CPR scheme that simply averages the phase estimations of multiple subcarriers is prohibited when the CD induced walk-off is large and the subsequent phase difference between subcarriers is nonnegligible. This phenomenon was previously discussed in optical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems as DEPN [20] .
To evaluate the aforementioned phase difference between subcarriers, we assume that CD is completely compensated in the receiver-side DSP and higher order dispersion is neglected. Then, the CD induced relative time delay between subcarriers can be expressed as
where D is the dispersion parameter of fiber, α is the roll-off factor of the RRC filter, L is the transmission distance, K is the number of subcarriers, k 1/2 is the index of the investigated subcarriers, and k 1/2 = 1, 2, ...K . Neglecting other impairments and combining (4) with (2), the variance of the phase difference between the two investigated subcarriers can be expressed as
where ν LO ,e f f is the effective linewidth of LO. For verification, we further conduct simulations assuming the signal is only contaminated by laser phase noise from both transmitter and receiver. The number of subcarriers is four, and more simulation details are presented in Section 3. Note that in simulations, certain extra impairments are inevitable with the above assumption such as EEPN, which impose additional phase perturbations other than DEPN. Fig. 2 (b) depicts the simulation results when the laser linewidth is 1 MHz for both the transmitter laser and the LO. In addition, the calculation result based on (5) is also included using ν LO ,e f f equal to the actual LO linewidth, i.e., 1 MHz. Note that as demonstrated in previous works, the interplay between phase noise and CD not only induces EEPN, but also makes the effective LO linewidth ν LO ,e f f smaller than its actual linewidth [19] . Therefore, even though the extra impairments in simulations (e.g., EEPN) tend to make the phase difference between subcarriers more significant, the overall variance of the phase difference in simulations is still slightly smaller than the calculation based on (5). However, since the two curves in Fig. 2 (b) are very close to each other, (5) is still appropriate to evaluate the walk-off induced phase difference between subcarriers. As a result of such phase difference, the signal constellation will be distorted if the phase estimations from multiple subcarriers are simply averaged for J-CPR and the phase difference between subcarriers is non-negligible, as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, different strategy needs to be employed when J-CPR algorithm is designed for SCM systems.
In [11] , we have proposed a J-CPR algorithm for digital SCM systems to detect and correct CS, and 16-QAM format has been employed for verification of the proposed algorithm. Considering the typical transmission reach of 16-QAM systems (e.g., about 2000 km in this work), the phase difference between subcarriers related to DEPN can be confined to be much smaller than the CS induced phase jump, i.e., π/2, as per Fig. 2(b) , which makes it feasible to jointly analyze the phase Fig. 3 . Simulated received QPSK constellation of the fourth subcarrier in a SCM system with four subcarriers when the CPR is performed independently for different subcarriers (left) or performed based on the average phase estimations of all subcarriers (right). The aggregate symbol rate is 34.94 Gbaud, and the transmission distance is 5600 km. estimations of multiple subcarriers for CS determination. As illustrated in Fig. 4(a) , the proposed J-CPR algorithm consists of training-symbol-assisted phase offset compensation, independent carrier phase estimation (CPE) for each subcarrier, comparison of phase estimations from multiple subcarriers and CS correction, where X(Y) In(Out), 1 ∼ X(Y) In(Out),K denote the input (output) symbols of the 1 st ∼ K th subcarrier in X(Y) polarization. First, since the subcarriers potentially experience different channel responses during transmission, a constant phase offset possibly exists between different subcarriers if the signals in each subcarrier are processed independently before CPR. Therefore, we employ training symbols at the beginning of the transmitted waveform and calculate a reference phase φ r e f,k for each subcarrier as
where k is the index of subcarrier and k = 1, 2, ...K , L p s is the length of training symbols in each subcarrier, r ts,k,x(y) and t ts,k,x(y) denote the received and transmitted training symbols of X(Y) polarization, respectively, and the superscript * denotes complex conjugate. By comparing the reference phases, the phase offsets between subcarriers can be evaluated, which are then compensated before CPE. Note that such training symbols are only required once for the initialization of the J-CPR algorithm. Next, conventional CPE is performed in each subcarrier independently. Without loss of generality, the BPS based CPE followed by phase unwrapping (PU) is employed in this work [13] . Then the phase estimations of multiple subcarriers are jointly analyzed symbol by symbol to determine if CS occurs. Specifically, in this paper, we compare the estimated phase of each subcarrier with the average phase estimation of the other subcarriers in both polarizations. For example, in a SCM signal with four subcarriers, the total number of subcarriers is eight after including both X and Y polarizations. We first compare the phase estimation of the first subcarrier in X polarization with the average phase estimation of the other seven subcarriers. If the phase difference is smaller than a pre-set threshold, e.g., 0.35π, then no CS is detected in the investigated subcarrier and the phase estimation can be directly applied for CPR. Such comparison is performed successively for each of the eight subcarriers, and we keep processing the symbols in this way until we encounter a case when the aforementioned phase difference is larger than the pre-set threshold (or smaller than the negative pre-set threshold). This observation indicates a CS occurs in the investigated subcarrier, and a corresponding phase correction of π/2 or −π/2 is required. Finally, the corrected phase estimations are applied for CPR. Fig. 4(b) illustrates a specific example when the CS in one subcarrier is successfully detected. In this illustration there are four subcarriers in each polarization but only the phase estimations in X polarization are plotted. After the detection of the CS, the phase estimation in the problematic subcarrier is corrected by adding π/2.
Simulation Results
Fig . 5 outlines the simulation setup. The SC or SCM signals are generated with an aggregate symbol rate of 34.94 Gbaud before they are contaminated by the transmitter-side laser phase noise. CD and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) are considered as the only transmission impairments in simulations. The dispersion parameter D is 17 ps/(nm·km). The optical signal-tonoise ratio (OSNR) is swept by changing the power of the loaded noise. The receiver-side LO phase noise is then added. Identical laser linewidth is assumed for the transmitter and receiver unless specified otherwise. CD is completely compensated at the receiver after detection, and the BPS based CPR is employed [13] . Differential coding/decoding is employed unless specified otherwise.
We first assume the signals in different subcarriers are processed independently, i.e., DEPN does not affect the performance and J-CPR is not employed. In this case, the filter half width in the CPR algorithm is set as 9, which was suggested by [13] and is also applied to the following experiments unless specified otherwise. Fig. 6 depicts the OSNR penalty as a function of laser linewidth for QPSK simulations in both back-to-back and transmission scenarios. The laser linewidth in this figure is the combined linewidth of the transmitter and the receiver. The OSNR penalty is calculated by comparing the required OSNR at the BER of 3.8 × 10 −3 with the theoretical value at this BER threshold, and note that part of the OSNR penalty is caused by differential coding/decoding. As expected, the back-to-back laser linewidth tolerance is reduced for the SCM signals because of the degraded CPR performance, as shown in Fig. 6(a) . If we focus on a specific value of OSNR penalty, e.g., 1 dB, a maximum tolerable laser linewidth of 12.4 MHz is observed for the SC system, which is reduced to 6.4 MHz, 3.1 MHz, 1.5 MHz and 0.7 MHz for the SCM systems with 2, 4, 8 and 16 subcarriers, respectively. On the other hand, after 5600 km transmission, the EEPN effects also influence the linewidth tolerance of different signals, as shown in Fig. 6(b) . In this case, the tolerable laser linewidth dramatically decreases to 0.3 MHz for the SC system. For the SCM systems, as the number of subcarriers increases, the difference of linewidth tolerance between the back-to-back scenario in Fig. 6(a) and the transmission scenario in Fig. 6(b) becomes smaller. Particularly, when the number of subcarriers is 16, the linewidth tolerance after 5600 km transmission is almost the same as the back-to-back case. Among the investigated signals, the SCM signal with 8 subcarriers has the best linewidth tolerance after 5600 km transmission, with a tolerable linewidth of 1.2 MHz at 1-dB OSNR penalty.
Similar results are also observed in 16-QAM simulations as shown in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) . The BER threshold for the 16-QAM format is 2 × 10 −2 . In the back-to-back case, the maximum tolerable laser linewidth at 1.5-dB OSNR penalty is 5.5 MHz in the SC system, and it decreases to 2.6 MHz, 1.4 MHz and 0.7 MHz for the SCM signals with 2, 4 and 8 subcarriers, respectively. After 2240 km transmission, the above linewidth tolerance is reduced to 0.4 MHz for the SC system. The system with 4 subcarriers achieves the best linewidth tolerance after transmission, which has a maximum tolerable linewidth of 1 MHz.
Next the OSNR penalty as a function of transmission distance is investigated in Fig. 8 with both the Tx and Rx laser linewidths equal to 1 MHz. The SCM signals suffer from larger OSNR penalties before transmission due to the degraded CPR effectiveness. Nonetheless, they experience a slower increase of OSNR penalty as the transmission distance increases and finally outperform the SC system due to the mitigated EEPN impairments. Specifically, for QPSK format in Fig. 8(a) , the OSNR penalty of the SC system is 0.85 dB in the back-to-back case, which dramatically increases to 3.6 dB after 8000 km transmission. In contrast, the OSNR penalty is almost independent of transmission distance in the SCM system with 16 subcarriers (about 1.3 dB). Meanwhile, the SCM signal with 8 subcarriers has the best performance at 8000 km with an OSNR penalty of 1.15 dB while its backto-back penalty is 1.05 dB. For 16-QAM, similar trends are observed as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The OSNR penalty increases from 1.3 dB to 3.7 dB in the SC system when the transmission distance increases from 0 km to 3200 km. In contrast, in the SCM system with 4 subcarriers the OSNR penalty increases from 1.65 dB to 1.9 dB after 3200 km transmission. In the SCM system with eight subcarriers the performance is almost independent of transmission distance (with an OSNR penalty of about 2.1 dB).
Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed J-CPR algorithm is investigated. For proof-of-concept demonstration, 16-QAM format is simulated and the transmission distance is 2400 km. In this case, CD induced walk-off is present and EEPN also exists when the LO linewidth is non-zero. The number of subcarriers is set as 4, which is close to the optimum at this transmission distance. Another thing to note is that when the number of subcarrier is further reduced, the effectiveness of the proposed J-CPR algorithm will be degraded because less phase estimations can be utilized for comparison. Eight independent trials are simulated with a sequence length of 2 20 symbols per polarization in each trial. To evaluate the CS probability, we analyze the residual phase noise after CPR. Specifically, we assume the modulation of the transmitted symbols is known at the receiver, so the residual phase errors after CPR can be readily calculated by comparing the received symbols with the transmitted ones. A moving average filter with a half width of 15 taps is then applied to the calculated residual phase errors to suppress the noise effects. When there is no CS, the residual phase errors after filtering should be almost constant and close to zero. Otherwise, they should experience abrupt changes of π/2 or −π/2. The amount of CS can be counted as the number of such phase jumps, and the CS probability is then calculated as the ratio between the number of CS and the length of the symbol sequence. The threshold for CS determination is set as 0.35π, which is optimized by minimizing the CS probability.
Since the CS probability is highly dependent on the parameters of the CPR algorithm, we first change the filter half width N in the BPS method and investigate the corresponding BER (with differential coding/decoding) and CS probability. Fig. 9 depicts the simulation results when the J-CPR algorithm is not employed and the OSNR is 19 dB. When the laser linewidth is 0 MHz for both the transmitter and the receiver, increasing N enables a lower BER, as well as a lower CS probability. In this case, there is no laser phase noise, and averaging the phase estimations over more symbols can suppress the noise effects and provide improved estimation accuracy. However, with a non-zero laser linewidth, the phase tracking ability of CPR is degraded if N is large. Specifically, when the laser linewidth is 1 MHz for both the transmitter and the receiver, the optimum value of N is close to 10 and 20 in terms of BER and CS probability, respectively. According to the simulation results shown in Fig. 9 , two specific values of N are adopted in the following studies of the J-CPR algorithm: (a) N = 5, which leads to a relatively high CS probability; (b) N = 20, which is close to the optimum in terms of CS probability when the laser linewidth is 1 MHz. Fig. 10(a) depicts the CS probability as a function of OSNR when the J-CPR algorithm is not employed. Different laser linewidths of 0 MHz and 1 MHz are simulated, and CSs are observed in all configurations. Particularly, when the OSNR is 18 dB, the laser linewidth is 1 MHz and the filter half width N is 5, the CS probability is 1.8 × 10 −3 and the corresponding BER (after differential decoding) is as high as 4.9 × 10 −2 . In contrast, when all subcarriers in both polarizations (i.e., eight subcarriers in total) are jointly processed by the proposed J-CPR algorithm, no CS is observed in all the cases shown in Fig. 10(a) . The BER versus OSNR curves of different configurations are also compared in Fig. 10(b) . Since the CSs are eliminated when the J-CPR is employed, differential coding/decoding is not used in the corresponding simulations. By doing this, an OSNR improvement is achieved due to the elimination of the penalty induced by differential coding/decoding. Fig. 11 outlines the experimental setup. The aggregate symbol rate is 34.94 Gbaud and the carrier wavelength is 1554.54 nm. In the transmitter-side offline processing, pseudorandom binary sequences are generated and mapped to QAM symbols in each subcarrier of SCM signals or in SC signals. After RRC pulse shaping, subcarrier multiplexing, pre-compensation of the transmitter frequency response and re-sampling to the DAC sampling rate, the real and imaginary samples in orthogonal polarizations are separately loaded to the transmitter module of a Ciena WaveLogic 3 transceiver, which incorporates four high-speed DACs and a DP IQ modulator. The output signal from the transmitter is then amplified and passed through a variable optical attenuator (VOA), which controls the optical launch power before the signals enter a re-circulating loop. The optical powers are optimized for different signals, respectively, by minimizing the BER at the target transmission distances. The loop contains 320 km of standard single mode fiber, and Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA) are employed after every 80 km of fiber to compensate the power losses. After the loop, the signals are filtered and amplified. The optical-to-electrical conversion is achieved by 4 balanced photodiodes in the coherent detection, and a four-channel real-time oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 80 GSa/s per channel digitizes the received waveform. Finally, the captured samples are processed offline and the DSP functions include front-end compensation, re-sampling to 2 samples per symbol, coarse frequency offset (FO) compensation, CD compensation, matched filtering, timing recovery [21] , radius-directed equalization (RDE) [22] , FO tracking, BPS based CPR [13] , symbol decoding, and BER calculation. Note that for the SCM systems the DSP functions before matched filtering are applied to the signal with multiplexed subcarriers. Subcarrier de-multiplexing is realized along with the matched filtering and the remainder of the processing is done in parallel for each subcarrier unless the J-CPR algorithm is employed. The coarse FO estimation utilizes the received samples of 4096 SC QPSK training symbols at the beginning of the transmitted sequence [23] . The FO tracking is realized based on the phase increment between symbols [24] , and the estimated FOs are averaged over all subcarriers to improve accuracy. The BER in the SCM experiments is calculated as the average of all subcarriers.
Experiment Results
First, we focus on the scenario without J-CPR, i.e., the signals in different subcarriers are processed independently after matched filtering and DEPN does not affect the system performance. In this case, different lasers including ECL and DFB lasers are employed to study the phase noise effects in digital SCM systems. The ECLs have an estimated linewidth of <100 kHz and the DFB lasers have various estimated linewidths as described below. In the QPSK experiments, the performances of four configurations are compared, including a) two ECLs are employed as the Tx laser and the LO, denoted as ECL/ECL system; b) a DFB laser with an estimated linewidth of 1.9 MHz is employed as the Tx laser and an ECL is employed as the LO, denoted as DFB/ECL system; c) an ECL is employed as the Tx laser and a DFB laser with an estimated linewidth of 1.5 MHz is employed as the LO, denoted as ECL/DFB system; d) the two DFB lasers specified above are employed as the Tx laser and the LO, respectively, denoted as DFB/DFB system. The laser linewidths are estimated using the method proposed in [25] . Fig. 12(a) shows the maximum transmission distance as a function of the number of subcarriers for QPSK at the BER of 3.8 × 10 −3 . Note that the maximum transmission reach in Fig. 12 is obtained by interpolating the BERs after transmission of integer numbers of loops. For SC transmissions (i.e. the number of subcarriers is 1), the ECL/ECL system has a similar performance as the DFB/ECL system, because both configurations experience insignificant EEPN effects and the CPR algorithm is able to track the phase noise corresponding to a 1.9 MHz linewidth with low extra penalty. Meanwhile, the ECL/DFB system performs closely to the DFB/DFB system because of the similar EEPN impacts. By comparing the DFB/DFB system with the ECL/ECL system, the maximum transmission distance decreases from 5200 km to 3800 km, which is mainly attributable to the EEPN effects.
Furthermore, in the QPSK ECL/ECL system, increasing the number of subcarriers from 1 to 16 extends the maximum transmission distance from 5200 km to 6400 km (by 23.1%). This can be explained by the improved fiber nonlinearity tolerance using SCM [7] , [8] . However, this improvement is compromised in the DFB/ECL system by the degraded CPR performance for SCM signals. In the ECL/DFB system, the benefit of EEPN mitigation is further included for SCM transmissions, and therefore, the optimum SCM system can achieve a more significant extension of transmission reach. Specifically, the SCM system with 16 subcarriers extends the maximum transmission distance from 3900 km to almost 6000 km (by 53.8%) compared with the SC system. In the DFB/DFB system, the optimum number of subcarriers becomes 8 and the corresponding SCM signal increases the maximum reach from 3800 km to 5600 km (by 47.4%) compared with the SC system.
In addition, the results of 16-QAM transmissions with a BER threshold of 2 × 10 −2 are shown in Fig. 12(b) . The DFB laser linewidths are 0.5 MHz and 0.65 MHz for the Tx laser and the LO in the 16-QAM system, respectively. The improved fiber nonlinearity tolerance of SCM is less significantly in 16-QAM transmissions as revealed by the results of the ECL/ECL system, which corresponds to a distance increase from 1750 km to 1820 km (by 4%). This reduction of performance improvement compared with QPSK systems accords with the theoretical prediction in [8] and is also attributable to the relatively large implementation penalty of SCM signals [7] in 16-QAM experiments. In the DFB/ECL system, the benefit of SCM is further compromised because of the degraded CPR performance. However, in the ECL/DFB and DFB/DFB systems with 4 subcarriers, the maximum reach can be extended from 1520 km to 1720 km (by 13.2%) and from 1520 km to 1700 km (by 11.8%), respectively, compared with the SC transmission. In other words, SCM can be employed in these cases to extend the transmission reach. Note that based on the results in Fig. 12 , when the laser linewidths are non-negligible, the optimal number of subcarriers in SCM systems depends not only on the fiber nonlinearity tolerance but also on the laser phase noise effects.
Finally, the performance of the J-CPR algorithm is evaluated. Similar to the simulations, we focus on the 16-QAM SCM signal with four subcarriers for proof-of-concept demonstration, and the results of the SC system with the same aggregate symbol rate is also included for reference. The optical launch power is 0 dBm and 0.5 dBm in the SC and SCM transmissions, respectively, which is optimized by minimizing the BER at 1600 km. Fig. 13(a) summarizes the CS probability as a function of transmission distance when the proposed J-CPR is not employed. As expected, the CS probability increases with transmission distance as more in-line noises are added to the signal. Particularly, when the transmission distance is 2240 km and the BPS filter half width is 5, the CS probability is 1.9 × 10 −3 , and the BER after differential decoding is as high as 5 × 10 −2 for the SCM system. In contrast, when the J-CPR algorithm is employed for the SCM signal, no CS is observed in our captured data. Fig. 13(b) compares the BER versus distance curves of different configurations. When the J-CPR algorithm is employed, differential coding/decoding is removed due to the absence of CS. By doing this, the transmission reach can be significantly extended compared with the conventional SC system and the SCM system without J-CPR.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the laser phase noise effects in long-haul coherent optical communication systems with digital subcarrier multiplexing (SCM). Although the reduced symbol rate of each subcarrier in SCM systems degrades the tolerance of carrier phase recovery (CPR) algorithms to laser phase noise, equalization-enhanced phase noise (EEPN) can be mitigated using SCM. With both simulation and experiment investigations, we have demonstrated that the overall linewidth tolerance after long-haul transmission can be improved in certain cases by using optimum SCM. In addition, we analyzed the effect of dispersion-enhanced phase noise (DEPN) in digital SCM systems and presented a joint CPR (J-CPR) algorithm for cycle slip (CS) detection and correction, which was also demonstrated numerically and experimentally.
